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Helen Keller, The World I Live In (New York: The Century Co., 1910), in: Translation, ed.
Sophie J. Williamson (London: Whitechapel Gallery and Cambridge: The MIT Press, 2019)

– Joseph Albers, from Interaction of Color

(which we may call red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet)
as mere frequency. I have sounded those frequencies, (many octaves below), together, while listening to their interactions.
Yellow as 525 Hz, Violet as 750...Yellow: Violet=10:7, a name of a
“pure” relationship
primary colors
I have learned that there is no such thing. Helmholtz vied for the idea
of three and Newton named “indigo” as a means to have a seventh. The
naming of colors is the naming of fluctuating perception of light, much
like the fluctuating perception of vibrating sound.

tonality
The interaction of tone, as though a tone were a being. The
tone itself may contain a complex spectrum or it may be a more reduced,
transparent, or singular vibration. But it is always influenced by what is
happening around it, in its periphery, and there are always other tonalities
altering its condition.
I use the word tonality to suggest a tone in its interaction with other
tones and noises. The tone(s) most audible are, perhaps most “full”, are
in the foreground. But each of these tones embodies their own peripheral
shadowed parts, their own breadth of spectrum.

transparent and opaque tones
Transparency is hearing through to the other, isolated tone, one or two.
In multiple tones together—they blend and become opaque. Perhaps the
lower the tone, the more opaque the sound. The shade becomes stronger as
low, thinner as high. Shade verses variation in opaque and transparent parts.

“Light is colorless”. If so, then in the sense in which numbers are
colorless.

shadow
The tones that are less clear than the foreground elements. “Hues” and
“shades” of the central tone, “coloring” its tone by their presence, yet
ultimately the source creates the shadows. Faint tones sounding much
higher or much lower than the source, but because of a tone’s interaction
with another, they are created.

– L. Wittgenstein, from Remarks on Color

colors and numbers
The attempt is not to describe a tone as a color, but to rather open a
space from the most basic elemental parts. One may define very specific
tonal relationships through the use of simple numbers. Various relationships have various vibrational qualities, but those vibrations are affected
by peripheral elements.
I have mapped out with various charts, color combinations (or vibrational combinations) using numbers, as one may hear, in the overtone
series. (But even an overtone series may be warped by the thickness of
the material doing the sounding).
I have extracted the most vibrant portions of the rainbow spectrum

Candle-light at twilight acts powerfully as a yellow light: this is best
proved by the purple blue shadows which, under these circumstances,
are evoked by the eye.
– J.W. von Goethe, from Theory of Colors

A shadow cast by the sun, in its full brightness, on a white surface,
gives us no impression of color; it appears black, or, if a contrary
light (here assumed to differ only in degree) can act upon it, it is
only weaker, half-lighted, grey.
– J.W. von Goethe, from Theory of Colors

periphery
I have been exploring—gradations in color within simple gestures. As
tuning foreground to the environmental space in order that the periphery
is brought in closer, or creating artificial peripheral elements (such as use

Catherine Lamb, interaction of tone
(online: http://sacredrealism.org/catlamb/writingsinterviews/interaction_of_tone.pdf, 2012)

When these clouds, often lined up in horizontal groups, appear gleaming white in their upper part in full sunlight,
separated from and rising against a distant deep blue, then
underneath they show grey tones as shaded white. These
shades merge, or even hinge, with the same but here very
close blue...This grey is of the same light intensity as the
neighboring blue below. Thus, the boundaries between
grey and blue vanish, and we do not see where clouds end
and where sky begins.

of generative oscillators) within the environmental space, so that interactions are made clear. In a way, allowing for an attention to be made—
through the coloring of an element that is coloring another.
The mutual influencing of colors we call—interaction. Seen from the
opposite viewpoint, it is—interdependence.
– Joseph Albers, from Interaction of Color

interaction
Tonal spectrums fan one another, bleed, or create a wash. I layer them
in space, through a clear form, intuitively and freely. A tone exists in the
world. Elements cross. The world alters its state and our ears alter its
opening.
Is cloudy that which conceals forms, and conceals forms because it
obliterates light and shadow?
– L. Wittgenstein, from Remarks on Color reduction

I have reduced material to a mid range, as a microcosm of the macrocosm, the world we perceive. Narrowed interactions create intensity in
activity, within human range at ease. There is a clarity of vibrations including their shadows with reduced tones, and in their interactions, they
suggest a very broad listening space.
intimacy
Or attention made to the actual being performing a tone. By working with only a few beings together, or one (myself), interactions are
intimate. The material is bare, stripped. The voice (or tone) is of human
range at ease. Flaws are enhanced and made saintly.
movement/being
In a moment, the shades of a tone coalesces with others—the tone that
opens into others, the tone that shifts and holds, the tone that splits into
two. Tones becoming a wash—(perhaps color exchanges in the wash,
passing). Tone and timbre as separated or as combined elements; becoming an area, within a space. The space fills with a few tones and their
spectrums. The motion that moves the sound, the wave that moves in the
air—our perception of that wave as it is in the air. (Where it moves to,
how it is, what it becomes).

Listening is very difficult. Difficult to listen to others in the silence...
When one comes to listen, one often tries to rediscover oneself in others. To rediscover one’s own mechanisms, system, rationalism in the
others. Instead of hearing the silence, instead of hearing the others,
one often hopes to hear oneself. That is an academic, conservative,
and reactionary repetition...Perhaps one can change the rituals; perhaps it is possible to try to wake up the ear. To wake up the ear, the
eyes, human thinking, intelligence, the most exposed inwardness.
– Luigi Nono

influence
When Gerhard Richter makes a painting, he begins with vibrant and
distinct, “primary” colors. He makes individual, quick strokes/gestures
with those colors. Over time, his gestures become more maximal and
slowed down, and the colors begin to blur into their interactions. He then
squeegees over the whole thing and the colors enmesh into washes of grey.
Mani Kaul described the musician/being as a moving, fluctuating consciousness, and in her striving for perfection, she fails in unusual and distinctly personal ways. The sound is interacting with the being making it.
When I listen to the Luigi Nono string quartet Fragmente-Stille, I hear
gradations of a quiet, possibly grey, color. I hear isolated tones, transparent, mixing in a moment, becoming opaque, and disappearing.
When I spend time in a room with Agnes Martin’s The Islands, at first
my eyes are overwhelmed by the luminosity of white. Overtime, I begin
to see whole spectrums of color emerging to the surface, which may later
become variations of grey.
Whatever looks luminous does not look grey. Everything grey looks
as though it is being illuminated.
– L. Wittgenstein, from Remarks on Color

reflection
Grey is distinct portions enmeshing, as a tone may never be completely
separate from another. I may search for distinct vibrational “beings”, and
yet the combination may sound as another variant of grey. It is within the
chaos of the world one attempts to distingiush one portion from another
and call it a name. Through elemental, relational, layering, we being to
listen to the reality of the world, more closely, more intimately. Through
that intimate space there is transformation.

Daphne Oram, An Individual Note – of Music, Sound and Electronics, (London:
The Daphne Oram Trust and Anomie Publishing, 1972/2016)

Anne Carson, Eros the Bittersweet
(Illinois: Dalkey Archive Press, 1986)

In the ‘70s, Dan Sandin
created a modular video
synthesizer called “The Sandin
Image Processor”. It’s still
working and exists in Chicago.
He published all of the plans
for this synthesizer. This was
before the concept of open
source in software really
existed, but he published under this idea of “distribution
religion,” the idea that as an
academic he felt obliged to
share what he had learned
with other people. That’s
really inspiring to me as a sort
of a blueprint for open source
in creative software. He
designed each module to
maximise the sorts of interaction between all of them. He
talks about how this realtime
feedback in art was like putting yourself in a feedback
loop, where you can see something and change a little aspect
of it, react, and change again.
Often, technology tries to
predict and control things,
and I think being within a feedback loop is just saying: “I am
gonna learn, and put something out there, and then learn
more, and then put something
out there again”, as a creative
process, rather than necessarily this topdown technological
control of everything.
–Olivia Jack

Dan Sandin,
The Dan Sandin
Image Processor
(Self published
pamphlet: University
of Chicago Illinois,
1973)

:

I took inspiration from a
poem by Gloria Anzaldúa
called “Interface”, in which
she is interacting and having an affair with a female
entity. And I thought it was
nice to connect it to my idea
of having the vocal part of
my piece attributed to a different kind of entity, which
I called Lia, who is devoided of ethical backgrounds.
It was somehow freeing
me. I would attribute decisions to Lia, not to myself.
Gloria Anzaldúa mentions
that the interface is telling
of the material impossibility that they have basically.
So I was thinking a lot about
that, how could I forget
about my body a little bit
in this process. And this is
also connected to a book by
Clarice Lispector, A Breath
of Life, in which she is creating an artificial entity that
starts to gain consciousness
and creative abilities
–Lucrecia Dalt

:

en el agua, in the water
chicharras, cicadas
la pared, the wall
la puerta, the doorway, or door
la sala, in the living room
algo, something
huesos, bones
de cada cuarto, of each room
el espejo, the mirror
entremados, support beams or spaces between the walls
nervios, nerves
vengo tarde, I'm late
¿Quiubo corazón?, What's up sweetheart?
¿Tienes hambre?, Are you hungry?
ay que fresca, my but you're fresh
sí, pero no comida, yes, but not for food
ruca, Pachuco word for girl
pa' no gastar tiempo, so I wouldn't waste any time
la cama, the bed
tetas, tits
pero tu panocha y gusanito estan a toda madre, but your pussy and
clit are hot shit
querida, dear, lover
aquí, here
el cabrón, that asshole
y tu familia, and your family
novia, girlfriend, lover
mi pobre madrecita, my poor mama
'ta bueno, it's alright
dos pinches horas, two fucking hours
la luz de la luna, the moonlight

en el sueño una mujer, in the dream a woman
antes de que se de cuenta, before she realizes it
zempasuchitl, a kind of morning glory called “flowers for the dead"
jíjole, shit, damn
ándale, come on
vámanos, let's go
la vaca, the cow
chichis, tits
cuando esta ordenando, when she is milking
primas, cousins (female)
chinga tu madre, (literally) fuck your mother
chingao, fucked
una de las otra, one of them
monte, woods, thicket, chaparral
Ese libro desgraciado me va volver loca, That no good book is going to
drive me nuts.
todo el, all the
diosa mía, my goddess
chin, damn
y este pinche sol, and the goddamn sun
troca, pick-up
una santa, a saint
curandera, healer
pero no es nada, but it's nothing
El mal aire le había entrado, es todo. Algo le había entrado. The bad
spirits had entered her, that's all. Something had gotten into her.
Quiúbole jefa, vine a ver si quieres que trabaje mañana. What's up boss,
I came to see if you want me to work tomorrow.
No, no te voy a necesitar hasta el lunes. Quiero que comiences muy de
mañanita con la pizcadora de algodón. I'm not going to need you 'til
Monday. I want you to start picking the cotton early in the morning.
Y¿si llueve? And if it rains?
¿Qué miras? Nada, jefa, What are you looking at? Nothing, boss.
Quiero que me ayudes a componer esa pinche troca, I want you to help
me fix that goddamn truck.
Bueno, jefa. Ojalá que no llueva. Ojalá que no pierdas toda tu cosecha.

¿Que tienes, 'tas enferma? Alright, boss. Hopefully it won't rain. Hopefully you won't lose your harvest. What's the matter? Are you sick?
No, es que no dormí anoche, No, I just didn't sleep last night.
caliche, coarse rock used on dirt roads
brasas, coals
y otra pared, and another wall
ceniza, ash
tres peras peladas, three peeled pears
agua, water
noche del tigre, the night of the tiger
troquero, truck driver, one who hauls harvested crops
chinga tu puta madre, fuck your mother of a whore
fue bien fácil, it was so easy
me cagué de miedo, I was so scared, I shit my pants
té de hojas de naranja, orange leaf tea
sí, yo sé, yes, I know
la gente, the people

Gloria Anzaldúa, “Reading LP”, in The Gloria Anzaldúa Reader, ed. AnaLouise
Keating (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2009)

Daphne Oram, An Individual Note – of Music, Sound and Electronics, (London:
The Daphne Oram Trust and Anomie Publishing, 1972/2016)

David Griffiths, “Queer
Theory for Lichens”, in
Underurrents: Journal
for Critical Environmental Sciences Vol 19
(Toronto: York University,
2015)

What do lichens have to
say about our own human
nature? Not so long ago,
lichens were considered to
be a single organism. Now
we know that they consist
of two and more separate
entities — fungi, algae,
yeasts, bacteria. The article discusses the problem
of identity of an organism
consisting of symbiosis of
multiple and brings focus
to us — humans, consisting mainly of bacterial cells.
Who are we really, when
most of the cells in our body
are not “our own”?
-Jonáš Gruska

:

We Have Never Been Individuals
So how is a human like
a lichen? Every human cell
has a bacterial power source,
much like the lichen’s reliance
on its photobiont. Mitochondria are organelles within
the eukaryotic cell that have
distinct DNA and are involved
in the production of adenosine
triphosphate (ATP), a source of
chemical energy. Further, as
Margulis suggested in 1967,
eukaryotic cells were once
non-nucleated prokaryotes
that survived absorption by
another cell. Mitochondria
thus provide animal cells with
energy in much the same
way as a photobiont provides
photosynthetic energy to the
lichen. Further, human health
also depends upon bacteria,
particularly the bacteria living
permanently in the gut. These
bacteria (or “human gut microbiota”) produce enzymes absent from the human genome,
which allow humans to gain
energy from complex sugars
in terrestrial plants. As Ruth

E. Ley et al. emphasise, these
plants have dominated diet
throughout human evolution.
Their research demonstrates
the symbiotic relationship
between human and bacteria,
through a comparison of “the
bacterial assemblages that
are associated with humans
and other mammals, metazoa
and free-living microbial communities that span a range of
environments” (776). Importantly, this research emphasizes the consequences this
symbiotic relationship has had
on bacterial, as well as human
evolution. They state that their
“analyses indicate that gut-associated microbiotas are
profoundly different from other
free-living microbiotas from
across the biosphere” (786).
The symbiotic co-evolution of
human and gut bacteria has
shaped the morphology and
behaviour of both humans and
gut bacteria. Neither is viable
without the other; human gut
microbiota have evolved to
live in the specific environment of the human gut, while
humans have evolved to
depend upon food that could
not be fully digested without
this specific internal symbiotic
community. What becomes

Trouble” 273)

This diversity of co-evolving
associates is observable at

the level of symbiotic gut microbiota and at the level of the
human cell. It is impossible to
think in terms of individual human bodies, as these bodies
are emergent entities formed
through the co-evolution of
more-than-human agencies.
As Dorion Sagan describes:
“The human body . . . is an
architectonic compilation of
millions of agencies of chimerical cells” (367). Crucially,
in Margulis’s symbiogenetic
account it is not the case that
lichens are anomalies in being
symbiotic fusions of more than
one species; rather, humans
are like lichens because there
are no such things as individuals, except perhaps prokaryotic bacteria (although these too
depend upon their interconnectedness and co-involvement in the ecological mesh).
Symbiosis is the rule, not the
exception. All organisms are
emergent multispecies aggregates and communities.

Tomoko Sauvage, “A Bowl of Ocean: Notes on Hydrophonic Feedback
Practice” in Spectres II: Resonances (Paris: Shelter Press / INA GRM, 2020)

clear from this perspective is
interconnectedness in an ecological “mesh,” to use Timothy
Morton’s term, in which relationships are formative and
co-constitutive (The Ecological
Thought).
This is what Gilbert, Sapp,
and Tauber call the symbiotic
view of life. And it depends
upon one of the most important consequences of Margulis’s theory of symbiogenesis:
the impossibility of thinking of
life in terms of individuals. As
Margulis states:
of all the organisms on
Earth today, only prokaryotes
(bacteria) are individuals.
All other live beings (“organisms”—such as animals,
plants and fungi) are metabolically complex communities
of a multitude of tightly organized beings. That is, what we
generally accept as an individual animal, such as a cow,
is recognizable as a collection
of various numbers and kinds
of autopoietic entities that,
functioning together, form an
emergent entity—the cow.
“Individuals” are all diversities
of co-evolving associates. (“Big

Madeline Gins and Arakawa, Architectural Body (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 2002)

4
Architectural Surround
Let our species cease being stunned into silence and passivity, into
defeatism, by a formal architecture that seems so accomplished but that
leads nowhere. Members of our species have been stunned into passivity by what should be their greatest ally. To counter the deer-in-the-headlights effect, we have turned from speaking of architecture, vast architecture, to speaking of what of vast architecture a person can encompass
in any given moment, naming this the architectural surround. This is
architecture at the ready, at everyone’s disposal. It is not monumentality
but an approachable workaday architecture our species is in need of.

∞
An architectural surround’s features: its boundaries and all objects
and persons within it. Each circumjacency has a characteristic set of
features. Here are some architectural surrounds and their characteristic
sets of features. In the case of an architectural surround that is nothing
more than a small enclosure in a wheat field formed by many stalks
having been trampled upon, the set includes a floor of trampled-upon
wheat stalks, walls consisting of wheat stalks, bent stragglers mixed in
with intact ones, and sky for a ceiling. The set of features for a kitchen
will be all that makes it a kitchen, including the woman putting a roast
in the oven. The set of characteristic features for an immensely large
architectural surround such as a city will be everything that makes it a
city, including all those bustling or ambling through it.

∞
Similarly to how she flexes her muscles, a person flexes her surroundings—both are with her and of her always. Landing-site dispersal
and a flexing of the circumambient determine and describe the world
that lies within one’s ambit of the moment. A person who is noting what
is around her is dispersing landing sites; as body-wide landing-site dispersal registers the body’s immersion within a volume held in place by

certain demarcations, recording particulars about boundaries, a person
will feel herself surrounded first according to one description of the
world, then another. Moving within an architectural surround, a person
fashions an evolving matrix, an architectural surround not entirely of
her own making. Repeatedly, incessantly, a person surrounds herself
by conforming in a particular set of ways to what surrounds her. Constrained by her environment, she proceeds to piece together an architectural surround that maps onto the one within which she finds herself. In
a glance, she takes in a tree, a lake, or a wall. Glancing in that direction
again, but this time having lifted, for example, her right leg to start
walking toward X, she . . .

∞
A rounding of multiple foci into a supposed whole occurs again and
again, continually. One such surrounding of oneself follows upon the
last, and there comes to be a layering of surroundings, a summing up of
surroundings, into the singular plural of “the surroundings.” So much
happens all at once, and surrounding and to be surrounded are spatiotemporally multilayered, this plural oneness (“the surroundings”) lets
you know. The words confines and bounds deliver the same message
of a multiplicity of events, the active everything through which one
moves—from a supposedly single viewpoint. These terms are conveniently all-inclusive; the word surroundings in one of its uses designates
the people in one’s vicinity or members of an entourage.

∞
One’s living room is and isn’t one’s own sensorium. All that is tentative is in the realm of sensoria; all that appears to be definite has been
physically constructed.

∞
Environment-organism-person is all that is the case. Isolating
persons from their architectural surrounds leads to a dualism no less
pernicious than that of mind and body.

—Edyta Jarzab

Pauline Oliveros, Sonic Meditations
(Sharon Vermont: Smith Publications, 1974)
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Note: see Elana Mann, “The People’s
Microphony Songbook”
(online: https://soundstudiesblog.
com/2013/03/11/radical-listening-elana-mann-and-the-peoples-microphony/)

    Ax}

Note: see Pauline Oliveros, “Some Sound
Observations” in Christoph Cox and Daniel
Werner (eds.) Audio Culture: Readings in
Modern Music (London & New York:
Continuum, 2004)

  

:



Teach Yourself To Fly, is the
first of Pauline Oliveros’
“Sonic Meditations”; largely
developed in the early 1970s,
and explored many times in
real musical situations before
ever being written down. The
musical outcome engages the
whole body and imagination.
Its original dedication was to
pilot Amelia Earhart: the suggestion of the engine sound,
changing altitude, tiny soundevents in drone-monotony, full
of interference. I often think
about this exercise as an experiment in self-care, an embrace
during a long and lonely flight.
Oliveros played long, extended drones on her accordion,
spending nearly a year on a
single note: an A. She wrote,
“I have listened to many refrigerators. There is often a
flickering between the sixth
and seventh harmonic. Once,
while in the process of drinking
ouzo [...] a refrigerator sent its
harmonics out to surround my
head with circles, ellipses and
figure-eights”.
I came across the mention of
Amelia Earhart in an article by
Elana Mann, introducing deep
listening practice into the Occupy Wall Street protests in L.A.
A little booklet written with
light blue ink has Teach Yourself
to Fly clearly addressed to the
she-pilot. And Oliveros herself
was very happy to be placed in
this context.

Note: In this book, James Tenney debates the semantic problem of what he calls the “consonance/dissonance-concept”, abbreviated as “CDC”.
What is perceived as consonant or dissonant has changed throughout the history of Western musical culture, and is in this book divided in five
different periods (DCD-1 to CDC-5-) from the 3rd century BC up to today. The chapter here reproduced addresses the emergence of the ideas
contained in CDC-5, in connection to scientist Hermann von Helmholtz (1821-1894).

James Tenney, A History of ‘Consonance’ and ‘Dissonance’
(New York: Exelsior Music Publishing Group, 1988)

Ralph Ellison, Living with Music: Ralph Ellison’s Jazz Writings
(New York: The Modern Library, 2001)

This reader has been assembled to accompany the festival
Oscillation ::: Tuned Circuits, which
takes place over four days as a live
broad
cast from MILL, Brussels and
additional locations on 29.04 / 30.04 /
1.05 / 2.05, 2021. It exists as a free to
download .pdf which may be freely
printed at home.
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